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Abstract: The complex two-Higgs doublet model is one of the simplest ways to extend
the scalar sector of the Standard Model to include a new source of CP-violation. The
model has been used as a benchmark model to search for CP-violation at the LHC and as
a possible explanation for the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe. In this work,
we re-analyse in full detail the softly broken Z2 symmetric complex two-Higgs doublet
model (C2HDM). We provide the code C2HDM HDECAY implementing the C2HDM in the
well-known HDECAY program which calculates the decay widths including the state-of-the-
art higher order QCD corrections and the relevant o-shell decays. Using C2HDM HDECAY
together with the most relevant theoretical and experimental constraints, including electric
dipole moments (EDMs), we review the parameter space of the model and discuss its
phenomenology. In particular, we nd cases where large CP-odd couplings to fermions are
still allowed and provide benchmark points for these scenarios. We examine the prospects
of discovering CP-violation at the LHC and show how theoretically motivated measures of
CP-violation correlate with observables.
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1 Introduction
After the discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has now entered the Run 2 stage with a 13 TeV centre-of-
mass energy. The search for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) is now the main
goal of the LHC experiments. An important motivation of BSM physics is to provide
new sources of CP-violation to full the three Sakharov criteria for baryogenesis [3]. The
simplest extension of the scalar sector that can provide a new source of CP-violation, the
two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) [4], can address this issue. Reviews of the 2HDM can
be found in [5{7].
One of the simplest ways of extending the SM with a CP-violating scalar sector without
the addition of new fermions is to add a scalar doublet to the SM content and build a
2HDM softly broken Z2 symmetric potential with two complex parameters. This model,
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now known as C2HDM, was rst discussed in [8] and has only one independent CP-phase
and a simple limit leading to its CP-conserving version. The model has been the subject
of many studies [9{18]. More recently a comparison with a number of other extensions of
the SM was performed [19]. The NLO QCD corrections to double Higgs decays were also
recently calculated in [20].
One of the primary goals of the LHC Run 2 is to look for new particles but also to
probe the CP parity of both the discovered Higgs boson and of any further scalars yet
undiscovered. Due to its simplicity, the C2HDM is the ideal benchmark model to test the
CP quantum numbers of the scalars at the LHC. The CP-nature of the scalars, in their
Yukawa couplings, can be probed directly either in the production or the decays of the Higgs
bosons. In this case, it is the relation between the scalar and the pseudoscalar components
in the Yukawa couplings that is probed. Some examples of the use of asymmetries to probe
the CP-nature of the Higgs boson in the top Yukawa coupling were discussed in [21{23]
while the decays of the tau leptons were used to probe the tau Yukawa coupling [24{
28]. Correlations in the momentum distributions of leptons produced in the decays of
the Higgs boson to gauge bosons were used to probe the CP-nature of the Higgs boson
couplings to gauge bosons [29{31] by the ATLAS [32] and CMS [33] collaborations. The
most general CP-violating HV V coupling was used, and limits were set on the anomalous
couplings. However, the C2HDM has SM-like couplings to the gauge bosons - it is just the
SM coupling multiplied by a number. The anomalous couplings only appear at loop level
and are consequently very small. Therefore, in this model, only the Yukawa couplings can
lead to direct observations of CP-violation.
There are, however, other ways to probe CP-violation using only inclusive observables.
As proposed in [34, 35] several combinations of three simultaneously observed Higgs decay
modes can constitute an undoubtable sign of CP-violation. In a CP-conserving model,
a decay of the type Hi ! HjZ would imply opposite CP parities for Hi and Hj . In a
renormalisable theory, a Higgs boson decaying to a pair of gauge bosons has to be CP-even.1
Hence, the combination of the decays Hi ! HjZ, Hi ! ZZ and Hj ! ZZ is a clear
sign of CP-violation. In [35] seven classes of decays were dened, some of which signal
CP-violation for any extension of the SM, while others are not possible in a CP-conserving
2HDM but can occur in the C2HDM or even in models with 3 CP-even states. An example
of the latter is Hi ! ZZ (with i = 1; 2; 3) that could signal CP-violation but could also
happen in a model with at least 3 CP-even states. In some extensions of the SM, even the
ones with just two extra scalars, as is the case of the SM plus a complex singlet, all Hi
are CP-even, and therefore the decays Hi ! ZZ all happen at tree-level. From the above
classes, we are especially interested in the ones that include the already observed decay
of the SM-like Higgs boson, denoted by h125, to gauge bosons, h125 ! ZZ. Furthermore,
decays of the type Hi ! ZZ and Hi ! HjZ were the subject of searches during Run 1
which will proceed during Run 2. Therefore, if a new Higgs boson is observed in the nal
1A CP-odd scalar decays to a pair of gauge bosons at one-loop. It was shown for the CP-conserving
2HDM that the corresponding width is several orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding tree-level
one, H ! ZZ [36, 37].
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states with gauge bosons and also in the nal state h125Z the scalar sector is immediately
established to be CP-violating.
In the C2HDM there is only one independent CP-violating phase. Hence, the only three
basis-invariant quantities that signal CP-violation [38, 39] are all related and proportional
to that phase. In this work, we are interested in nding a relation between the production
rates in each of the CP-violating classes and variables that signal CP-violation. Therefore
we will test a number of variables in the most interesting classes that include the already
observed h125 ! ZZ. Finally, decays of the type Hj ! Hih125 can only happen in very
specic models and searches for this particular channel are important and should be a
priority for Run 2.
The LHC Run 2 will bring increasing precision in the measurement of Higgs production
and decay rates. The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have started testing new models
such as the singlet extension of the SM and the CP-conserving 2HDM. To probe other
extensions of the SM new tools are needed to increase the precision both in the Higgs
production rates and also in the Higgs decay widths. Hence, one of the main purposes of
this work is the release of the C2HDM HDECAY code, an implementation of the C2HDM in
HDECAY v6.51 [40, 41]. The code is entirely self-contained, and the widths include the most
important state-of-the-art higher order QCD corrections and the relevant o-shell decays.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we describe the model and in section 3
we discuss the parameter space of the model given the most relevant theoretical and up
to date experimental constraints. We identify situations where h125 could have remarkable
properties and give benchmark points for these scenarios. Namely, situations where its
couplings to fermions have a large CP-odd component and the possibilities that h125 is the
heaviest of the three scalars in the C2HDM. In section 4, we discuss the production rates of
processes that constitute classes of CP-violating decays and relate them with a number of
variables that can probe CP-violation. In section 5 we discuss Higgs-to-Higgs decays in the
framework of the C2HDM. Our conclusions are presented in section 6. In appendix A we
write the Feynman rules for the C2HDM in the unitary gauge. In appendix B we describe
the C2HDM HDECAY code.
2 The complex two-Higgs doublet model
The version of the complex two-Higgs doublet model we discuss in this work has an explic-
itly CP-violating scalar potential, with a softly broken Z2 symmetry 1 ! 1;2 !  2
written as
V = m211j1j2 +m222j2j2  

m212 
y
12 + h:c:

+
1
2
(y11)
2 +
2
2
(y22)
2
+3(
y
11)(
y
22) + 4(
y
12)(
y
21) +

5
2
(y12)
2 + h:c:

: (2.1)
Due to the hermiticity of the Lagrangian, all couplings are real except for m212 and 5. We
write each of the doublets i (i = 1; 2) as an expansion around the real vacuum expectation
values (VEVs) v1 and v2, in terms of the charged complex elds (
+
i ) and the real neutral
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elds (i and i). The doublets then read
1 =
 
+1
v1+1+i1p
2
!
and 2 =
 
+2
v2+2+i2p
2
!
: (2.2)
The minimum conditions for the potential are
m211v1 +
1
2
v31 +
345
2
v1v
2
2 = Re
 
m212

v2 ; (2.3)
m222v2 +
2
2
v32 +
345
2
v21v2 = Re
 
m212

v1 ; (2.4)
2 Im(m212) = v1v2Im(5) ; (2.5)
where we have introduced
345  3 + 4 + Re(5) : (2.6)
We dene two CP-violating phases (m212) and (5) as
m212 = jm212j ei (m
2
12) ; 5 = j5j ei (5) : (2.7)
Equation (2.5) shows us that these two phases are not independent. We can re-write
eq. (2.5) as
2Re(m212) tan(m
2
12) = v1v2 Re(5) tan(5) : (2.8)
We choose both vacuum expectation values v1 and v2 to be real which together with the
condition (5) 6= 2(m212) [8] ensures that the two phases cannot be removed simultane-
ously. Otherwise we are in the CP-conserving limit of the model.
The Higgs basis [38, 39] fH1;H2g is dened by the rotation 
H1
H2
!
= RTH
 
1
2
!

 
c s
 s c
! 
1
2
!
; (2.9)
with
tan  v2
v1
; (2.10)
and the doublets in the Higgs basis are written as
H1 =
 
G
1p
2
(v +H0 + iG0)
!
and H2 =
 
H
1p
2
(R2 + iI2)
!
: (2.11)
The SM VEV v =
p
v21 + v
2
2 along with the Goldstone bosons G
 and G0 is now in H1,
while the charged Higgs mass eigenstates H are inH2. The neutral Higgs mass eigenstates
Hi (i = 1; 2; 3) are obtained from the neutral components of the C2HDM basis, 1, 2 and
3  I2, via the rotation 0B@H1H2
H3
1CA = R
0B@ 12
3
1CA : (2.12)
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The model has three neutral particles with no denite CP quantum numbers, H1, H2
and H3, and two charged scalars H
. The mass matrix of the neutral scalar states
(M2)ij =

@2V
@i@j

; (2.13)
is diagonalised via the orthogonal matrix R [10]. That is,
RM2RT = diag(m2H1 ;m2H2 ;m2H3) ; (2.14)
for which we choose the form
R =
0B@ c1c2 s1c2 s2 (c1s2s3 + s1c3) c1c3   s1s2s3 c2s3
 c1s2c3 + s1s3  (c1s3 + s1s2c3) c2c3
1CA ; (2.15)
with si = sini, ci = cosi (i = 1; 2; 3), and
  =2 < 1  =2;  =2 < 2  =2;  =2 < 3  =2: (2.16)
The Higgs boson masses are ordered such that mH1  mH2  mH3 .
Note that the mass basis and the Higgs basis are related through0B@H1H2
H3
1CA = T T
0B@H0R2
I2
1CA ; (2.17)
where the matrix T used in ref. [6] for the expression of the oblique radiative corrections
is dened as
T T = R eRH (2.18)
and eRH is given by
eRH =  RH 0
0 1
!
: (2.19)
Our choice of the 9 independent parameters of the C2HDM is: v =
p
v21 + v
2
2, tan,
mH , 1, 2, 3, mH1 , mH2 , and Re(m
2
12). With this choice, the mass of the heaviest
neutral scalar is a dependent parameter, given by
m2H3 =
m2H1 R13(R12 tan  R11) +m2H2 R23(R22 tan  R21)
R33(R31  R32 tan) ; (2.20)
and the parameter space points will have to comply with mH3 > mH2 .
We will briey describe here the couplings of the Higgs bosons with the remaining SM
elds. A longer list is provided in appendix A, and the full set is contained in the web
page [42]. The Higgs couplings to the massive gauge bosons V = W;Z are given by
i g c(HiV V ) gHSMV V ; (2.21)
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u-type d-type leptons
Type I 2 2 2
Type II 2 1 1
Lepton-Specic 2 2 1
Flipped 2 1 2
Table 1. The four Yukawa types of the softly broken Z2-symmetric 2HDM.
u-type d-type leptons
Type I Ri2s   i
Ri3
t
5
Ri2
s
+ iRi3t 5
Ri2
s
+ iRi3t 5
Type II Ri2s   i
Ri3
t
5
Ri1
c
  itRi35 Ri1c   itRi35
Lepton-Specic Ri2s   i
Ri3
t
5
Ri2
s
+ iRi3t 5
Ri1
c
  itRi35
Flipped Ri2s   i
Ri3
t
5
Ri1
c
  itRi35 Ri2s + i
Ri3
t
5
Table 2. Yukawa couplings of the Higgs bosons Hi in the C2HDM, divided by the corresponding
SM Higgs couplings. The expressions correspond to [ce(Hiff) + ic
o(Hiff)5] from eq. (2.24).
where gHSMV V denotes the corresponding SM Higgs coupling, given by
gHSMV V =
(
gMW V = W
gMZ= cos W V = Z
(2.22)
where g is the SU(2) gauge coupling and W is the Weinberg angle. The eective couplings
can be written as
c(HiV V ) = T1i = cRi1 + sRi2 : (2.23)
The Yukawa sector is built by extending the Z2 symmetry to the fermion elds such that
avour changing neutral currents (FCNC) are absent at tree-level [43, 44]. There are four
possible Z2 charge assignments and therefore four dierent types of 2HDMs described in
table 1. The Yukawa Lagrangian has the form
LY =  
3X
i=1
mf
v
 f [c
e(Hiff) + ic
o(Hiff)5] fHi ; (2.24)
where  f denote the fermion elds with mass mf . The coecients of the CP-even and of
the CP-odd part of the Yukawa coupling, ce(Hiff) and c
o(Hiff), are presented in table 2.
These couplings were implemented in the code HDECAY [40, 41] which provides all
Higgs decay widths and branching ratios including the state-of-the-art higher order QCD
corrections and o-shell decays. The description of the new C2HDM HDECAY code is presented
in appendix B.
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3 The C2HDM parameter space
3.1 Experimental and theoretical restrictions
The C2HDM was implemented as a model class in ScannerS [45, 46]. The most relevant
theoretical and experimental bounds are either built in the code or acessible via interfaces
with other codes. We have imposed all available constraints on the model and performed a
parameter scan. The resulting viable points are the basis for our phenomenological analyses
for the LHC Run 2.
The theoretical bounds included in ScannerS are boundness from below and perturba-
tive unitarity [47{49]. Contrary to the SM, in the 2HDM coexisting minima can occur at
tree-level. Therefore we also force the minimum to be global [50], precluding the possibility
of vacuum decay. The points generated comply with electroweak precision measurements,
making use of the oblique parameters S, T and U [6]. We ask for a 2 compatibility of S,
T and U with the SM t presented in [51]. The full correlation among these parameters is
taken into account.
The charged sector of the C2HDM has exactly the same couplings as in the 2HDM.2
Therefore, the exclusion bounds on the mH   t plane can be imported from the 2HDM.
The most constraining bounds on this plane come from the measurements of B ! Xs [52{
56]. The latest 2 bounds on this plane were obtained in [56] and force the charged Higgs
mass to be mH > 580 GeV for models Type II and Flipped, almost independently of
tan. Due to the structure of the charged Higgs couplings to fermions, in models Type I
and Lepton-Specic the bound has a strong dependence on tan . In fact, for tan   1
the bound is about 400 GeV while the LEP bound derived from e+e  ! H+H  [57]
(approximately 100 GeV) is recovered for tan   1:8. We further apply the avour con-
straints from Rb [52, 58]. All the constraints are checked as 2 exclusion bounds on the
mH   t plane.
The SM-like Higgs boson is denoted by h125 and has a mass of mh125 = 125:09 GeV [59].
We exclude points of the parameter space with the discovered Higgs signal built by two
nearly degenerate Higgs boson states by forcing the non-SM scalar masses to be outside the
mass window mh1255 GeV. Compatibility with the exclusion bounds from Higgs searches
is checked with the HiggsBounds code [60{62], while the individual signal strengths for the
SM-like Higgs boson are forced to be within 2 of the ts presented in [63]. Branching
ratios and decay widths of all Higgs bosons are calculated with the C2HDM HDECAY code,
described in appendix B, which is an implementation of the C2HDM model into HDECAY
v6.51. The code has state-of-the-art QCD corrections and o-shell decays, but o-shell
decays of one scalar into two are not included. The Higgs boson production cross sections
via gluon fusion (ggF ) and b-quark fusion (bbF ) are calculated with SusHiv1.6.0 [64, 65],
which is interfaced with ScannerS, at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD. As
the neutral scalars have no denite CP, we need to combine the CP-odd and the CP-even
2When mentioning simply the 2HDM, we will be referring to the CP-conserving, softly broken Z2 sym-
metric 2HDM.
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contributions by summing them incoherently. That is, F is given by
F =
evenC2HDM(ggF ) + 
even
C2HDM(bbF ) + 
odd
C2HDM(ggF ) + 
odd
C2HDM(bbF )
evenSM (ggF )
; (3.1)
where in the denominator we neglected the bbF cross section since in the SM it is much
smaller than gluon fusion production. The CP-even Higgs production cross sections in
association with a vector boson (V H) and in vector boson fusion (V BF ) give rise to the
normalised production strengths
V =
evenC2HDM(V BF )
evenSM (V BF )
=
evenC2HDM(V H)
evenSM (V H)
= c2(HiV V ) ; (3.2)
because QCD corrections cancel at NLO. The eective couplings are dened in eq. (2.21).
Both CP-even and CP-odd components contribute to the cross sections for associated
production with fermions. As these have dierent QCD corrections [66], we opted for using
leading order production cross sections, and write the strengths as
assoc =
C2HDM(ffHi)
SM(ffH)
= ce(Hiff)
2 + co(Hiff)
2 ; (3.3)
with the coupling coecients dened in eq. (2.24). We then use HiggsBounds via the
ScannerS interface to ensure compatibility at 2 with all available collider data. Regarding
the SM-like Higgs boson, the parameter space is forced to be in agreement with the t
results from [63]. That is, the values
F
V
;  ; ZZ ; WW ;  ; bb ; (3.4)
given in [63], with xx dened as
xx = F
BRC2HDM(Hi ! xx)
BRSM(HSM ! xx) (3.5)
for Hi  h125, are within 2 of the tted experimental values. Here HSM denotes the SM
Higgs boson with a mass of 125.09 GeV. As the C2HDM preserves custodial symmetry,
ZZ = WW  V V , we can combine the lower 2 bound from ZZ with the upper bound
on WW [63], meaning
0:79 < V V < 1:48 : (3.6)
We use this method for simplicity. Note that performing a t to current Higgs data is
likely to give a stronger bound than this approach.
The C2HDM is a model with explicit CP-violation in the scalar sector. Therefore, there
are a number of experiments that allow us to constrain the amount of CP-violation in the
model. The most restrictive bounds on the CP-phase [14] (see also [67{72]) originate from
the ACME [73] results on the ThO molecule electric dipole moment (EDM). All points in
parameter space have to conform to the ACME experimental results. As we will discuss in
detail later, the bounds can only be evaded either in the CP-conserving limit of the model
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or in scenarios where cancellations between diagrams with dierent neutral scalar particles
occur [69, 70]. The cancellations are related to the orthogonality of the R matrix in the
case of almost degenerate scalars [16]. Our results are required to be compatible with the
measured EDM values in [73] at 90% C.L. We nalise with a word of caution regarding
the electron EDM. The authors of ref. [69] argue that the EDM could be up to one order
of magnitude larger than the bound presented by ACME, due to the large uncertainties in
its extraction from the experimental data.
There are other EDM measurements that could help to constrain the parameter space
of the C2HDM. In ref. [74] an analysis of the contributions of non-leptonic EDMs was
performed for the NMSSM with the most up-to-date experimental results from neutron,
with an upper bound of jdnj < 2:910 26 e cm (90% condence) [75] and mercury, with an
upper bound of jdHgj < 7:4 10 30 e cm (95% condence) [76]. At the elementary particle
level, they correspond to quark EDMs, quark chromo-EDMs and gluon chromo-EDMs.
The mercury EDM is estimated from the EDMs induced by the Schi moment using QCD
sum rules (see [77] for a review). Three dierent hadronic approaches were considered
in the determination of the neutron EDM: the Chiral Quark Model (CQM), the Parton
Quark Model and the QCD sum rule technique. Regarding the application of the dierent
methods, it was found that the results for the neutron EDM based on the CQM and the
QCD sum rule technique dier by about a factor 2-3, in accordance with previous results in
the literature. For the mercury EDMs, the dierences in the application of dierent Schi
moment contributions become clear by varying the dierent independent variables used
in the calculation. Therefore, not only are the bounds from these EDMs less stringent,
but the results also suer from large uncertainties. Hence, the weaker experimental limits
together with the unreliable predictions justify the decision not to use these bounds.
The electron EDM is extracted from the EDM measurements of paramagnetic atoms
or molecules. The present best measurement was obtained by the ACME collaboration,
with an upper bound of jdej < 9:3 10 29 e cm (90% condence) [73] and by the JILA col-
laboration with an upper bound of jdej < 1:310 28 e cm (90% condence) [78]. ACME II
is currently performing several upgrades that will result in an increase in statistical sen-
sitivity by an order of magnitude [79] compared to the ACME I result. There is another
planned experiment to measure the electron EDM by using the laser-cooled francium (Fr)
atoms at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University. As Fr is the heavi-
est alkali atom, a large enhancement in sensitivity of two to three orders of magnitude is
expected [80]. As for the diamagnetic atoms, the best prospect for future measurements
seems to be radium at Argonne3 with an expected sensitivity 2-3 orders of magnitude
larger than in mercury (see [77] for a review on measurements in diamagnetic atoms and
molecules). Finally, there is another promising approach to measure the EDM of the pro-
ton and light nuclei using storage rings with a prospective sensitivity of 10 29 e cm (see [81]
for a review). All of these experiments are bound to explore a substantial amount of the
currently allowed parameter space of the model.
In our scan, one of the Higgs bosons Hi is identied with h125. One of the other
neutral Higgs bosons is varied between 30 GeV  mHi < 1 TeV while the third neutral
3See https://www.phy.anl.gov/mep/atta/research/radiumedm.html.
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Higgs boson is not an independent parameter and is calculated by ScannerS, but its mass
is forced to be in the same interval. In Type II and Flipped, the charged Higgs boson mass
is forced to be in the range
580 GeV  mH < 1 TeV ; (3.7)
while in Type I and Lepton-Specic we choose
80 GeV  mH < 1 TeV : (3.8)
Taking into account all the constraints, in order to optimise the scan, we have chosen the
following regions for the remaining input parameters: 0:8  tan  35,  2  1;2;3 < 2
and 0 GeV2  Re(m212) < 500000 GeV2.4
3.2 Constraints on the parameter space: ce versus co
In this subsection, we confront the C2HDM parameter space with all the restrictions pre-
sented above. Our aim is to see what is the structure of the remaining parameter space
and, in particular, to study the CP-nature of the 125 GeV scalar, encoded in the couplings
cef  ce(h125ff) and cof  co(h125ff) of eq. (2.24). These test the CP content of h125. We
know that h125 must have some CP-even content because it couples at tree level to ZZ.
However, in a theory with CP-violation in the scalar sector (such as the C2HDM), h125
could have a mixed CP nature. This possibility can be probed in the couplings to fermions
in a variety of ways. The simplest case occurs if cefc
o
f 6= 0, meaning that in the coupling
to some fermion there are both CP-even and CP-odd components, thus establishing CP-
violation. A more interesting case occurs if h125 (or some other mass eigenstate) has a pure
scalar component to a given type of fermion (f) and a pure pseudoscalar component to a
dierent type of fermion (g). This would render cefc
o
f = 0 = c
e
gc
o
g in a CP-violating model,
where cefc
o
g 6= 0. We will now show that in the case of the C2HDM this possibility is no
longer available for Type I and it is only available in Type II if h125 = H2. In contrast, the
possibility still exists in the Lepton-Specic and Flipped models. We will also give several
benchmark points to allow a more detailed study of these scenarios.
Applying all the above constraints on the parameter space, we have obtained the points
in parameter space that are still allowed. We call this sample 1. We have also performed
a scan with the EDM constraints turned o, which we call sample 2. The left plot of
gure 1 displays the mixing angles 1, which (in the displayed case of H1 = h125) mixes
the CP-even parts of the two Higgs doublets and 2, which parametrises the amount of
CP-violating pseudoscalar admixture, for Type I. In the right plot we present the CP-odd
and the CP-even components of the Yukawa couplings for the Type I model with and
without the EDM constraints. Both plots clearly show that the EDM constraints have
little eect on the mixing angle j2j, which can go up to 25 when all constraints are taken
into account.
4We have generated a sample with just the theoretical constraints and the number of points with a
negative Re(m212) is of the order of 1 in 10 million. When we further impose the experimental constraints
all such points vanish.
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Figure 1. C2HDM Type I: for sample 1 (dark) and sample 2 (light) left: mixing angles 1 and 2 of
the C2HDM mixing matrix R only including scenarios where H1 = h125; right: Yukawa couplings.
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Figure 2. Type II, H1 = h125: mixing angles 1 and 2 of the C2HDM Type II mixing matrix R
for sample 1 (dark) and sample 2 (light).
The maximum value of this angle can be understood from the bound 0:79 < V V <
1:48. In fact, as previously shown in [17] the fact alone that V V > 0:79 forces the angle j2j
to be below  27o. Coming from the bound on V V , this constraint will be approximately
the same for all types (before imposing EDM constraints), as will become clear in the
next plots.
We are also interested in the wrong-sign regime, dened by a relative sign of the Yukawa
coupling compared to the Higgs-gauge coupling, realized for ceb < 0. As shown previously
in [82, 83], the right plot again demonstrates that the wrong-sign regime is in conict with
the Type I constraints because the Yukawa couplings cannot be varied independently.
In gure 2 we present the distributions of the angle 1 and 2 for samples 1 and 2 and
for a Type II model. The EDM constraints, applied in our sample 1, strongly reduce j2j to
small values. Only for scenarios around the maximal doublet mixing case with 1  =4,
2 can reach values of up to  20.
The phenomenological implications of the reduced CP-violating mixing angle in Type
II when h125 = H1 are demonstrated in gure 3. It shows the distribution of the CP-odd
component cof versus the CP-even component c
e
f of the h125 Yukawa coupling as dened
in eq. (2.24) to bottom quarks and tau leptons (left) and top quarks (right). As can be
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Figure 3. C2HDM Type II, h125 = H1: Yukawa couplings to bottom quarks and tau leptons (left)
and top quarks (right) for sample 1 (dark) and sample 2 (light).
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Figure 4. C2HDM Type II, h125 = H2: Yukawa couplings to bottom quarks (left) and top quarks
(right) for sample 1 (dark) and sample 2 (light).
inferred from gure 3 (left) the Higgs data alone still allow for vanishing scalar couplings
to down-type quarks (ceb = 0), as discussed in [17]. The inclusion of the EDM constraints,
however, clearly rules out this possibility when h125 = H1. Nevertheless, the wrong-sign
regime (ceb < 0) is still possible in the C2HDM for down-type Yukawa couplings. The
electron EDM has no discernable eect on the allowed coupling to up-type quarks, as can
be read o from the right plot.
The situation changes when we take Type II with h125 = H2, as shown in gure 4.
One can still nd scenarios where the top coupling is mostly CP-even (cet ' 1), while the
bottom coupling is mostly CP-odd (cob ' 1). It is noteworthy that the electron EDM kills
all such points in Type II when h125 = H1, but that they are still allowed in Type II
when h125 = H2.
In table 3 we present three benchmark scenarios in Type II with large CP-violation
in the Yukawa sector. The rst scenario, BP2m, has maximal cob with nearly vanishing
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Type II BP2m BP2c BP2w
mH1 94.187 83.37 84.883
mH2 125.09 125.09 125.09
mH 586.27 591.56 612.87
Re(m212) 24017 7658 46784
1  0:1468  0:14658  0:089676
2  0:75242  0:35712  1:0694
3  0:2022  0:10965  0:21042
tan 7.1503 6.5517 6.88
mH3 592.81 604.05 649.7
ceb = c
e
 0.0543 0.7113  0:6594
cob = c
o
 1.0483 0.6717 0.6907
V =F 0.899 0.959 0.837
V V 0.976 1.056 1.122
 0.852 0.935 0.959
 1.108 1.013 1.084
bb 1.101 1.012 1.069
Table 3. Benchmark points with large pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings in Type II, h125 = H2. Lines
1-8 contain the input parameters; lines 9-11 the derived third Higgs boson mass and the relevant
Yukawa couplings (multiplied by sgn(c(h125V V ))) and the last ve lines the signal strengths of h125.
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Figure 5. C2HDM Lepton-Specic: Yukawa couplings to charged leptons (left) and bottom and
top quarks (right) for sample 1 (dark) and sample 2 (light).
ceb. Since c
e
t is always ' 1 this means that cetcob is maximal here. The other two scenarios
BP2c and BP2w both have maximal cebc
o
b but are in the correct sign and wrong-sign regime,
respectively. As discussed above all of the scenarios with large CP-violation in the Yukawa
couplings of h125 require H2 = h125 in Type II models.
The situation is even more interesting in the other two Yukawa types. Figure 5 dis-
plays the Yukawa couplings for the Lepton-Specic model with and without the EDM
constraints. The down-type quark couplings are tied to the up-type couplings and, thus,
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Figure 6. C2HDM Flipped: Yukawa couplings to bottom quarks (left) and charged leptons and
top quarks (right) for sample 1 (dark) and sample 2 (light).
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Figure 7. C2HDM Flipped: mixing angles 1 and 2 of the mixing matrix R for sample 1 (dark)
and sample 2 (light).
heavily constrained to lie close to the SM (fully CP-even) solution. However, gure 5 (left)
shows that the charged lepton couplings can still be mostly (or even fully) CP-odd, despite
the current EDM constraints. Similarly, in the Flipped model the bottom quark can couple
to h125 in a fully CP-odd fashion, as shown in the left plot of gure 6. In it, we display the
Yukawa couplings for the Flipped model with and without the EDM constraints.
As will be discussed below, such large CP-odd components are still viable in both
Lepton-Specic and Flipped models due to cancellations between the various diagrams
entering the EDM calculation. This is also true for Type II when H2 = h125. But it is
important to stress that they are not due to large 2 values, as illustrated in gure 7. The
values for 2 are small, but c
o(h125bb) grows very fast as 2 departs from 2 = 0 for large
tan. It grows roughly as co(h125bb)  s2 tan.
In table 4 we present further benchmark scenarios in the Lepton-Specic and Flipped
types. The BPLSm scenario has a maximal co coupling with tiny c
e
 , thus here h125 appears
CP-even in its couplings to quarks and CP-odd in its couplings to leptons. In BPLSc and
BPLSw the product ce c
o
 is maximal. In the Flipped model we provide three benchmark
points. The rst one, BPFm, again having maximal cob while BPFc and BPFw both have
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LS BPLSm BPLSc BPLSw Flipped BPFm BPFc BPFw
mH1 125.09 125.09 91.619 mH1 125.09 125.09 125.09
mH2 138.72 162.89 125.09 mH2 154.36 236.35 148.75
mH 180.37 163.40 199.29 mH 602.76 589.29 585.35
Re(m212) 2638 2311 1651 Re(m
2
12) 10277 8153 42083
1  1:5665 1.5352 0.0110 1  1:5708 1.5277  1:4772
2 0.0652  0:0380 0.7467 2  0:0495  0:0498 0.0842
3  1:3476 1.2597 0.0893 3 0.7753 0.4790  1:3981
tan 15.275 17.836 9.870 tan 18.935 14.535 8.475
mH3 206.49 210.64 177.52 mH3 611.27 595.89 609.82
ce  0:0661 0.6346  0:7093 ceb  0:0003 0.6269  0:7946
co 0.9946 0.6780  0:6460 cob  0:9369 0.7239 0.7130
V =F 0.980 0.986 0.954 V =F 0.927 0.964 0.844
V V 1.014 1.029 1.000 V V 1.154 1.091 0.998
 0.945 1.018 0.879  1.027 0.986 0.874
 1.007 0.880 0.943  1.148 1.084 1.039
bb 1.013 1.020 1.025 bb 1.001 0.992 1.170
Table 4. Benchmark points with large pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings in the Lepton-Specic (LS)
and Flipped types. Lines 1-8 contain the input parameters; lines 9-11 the derived third Higgs mass
and the relevant Yukawa couplings (multiplied by sgn(c(h125V V ))) and the last ve lines the signal
strengths of h125.
large cobc
e
b but with opposite signs and are therefore close to the correct and wrong-sign
limit, respectively. Note that, in contrast to the Type II, all benchmark points except
BPLSw have H1 = h125. We chose BPLSw with H2 = h125 since maximising c
e
 c
o
 close to
the wrong-sign limit of the Lepton-Specic model leads to this mass ordering.
3.3 The case H3 = h125
One interesting possibility in the C2HDM is to have the 125 GeV scalar discovered at
LHC (h125) coincide with the heaviest Higgs boson (H3). This possibility is excluded
for Type II and Flipped, as the B-physics constraints impose that the charged Higgs
boson must be quite heavy, mH+ > 580 GeV. This poses a problem with the electroweak
precision tests, specially with the T parameter. Indeed, the way to accommodate the
experimental bounds on T is to have a spectrum that has some degree of degeneracy.
Requiring mH+ > 580 GeV implies that the other Higgs boson masses cannot all be below
125 GeV. Thus, mH+ > 580 GeV is not compatible with mH2 < 125 GeV.
However, H3 = h125 is feasible for Type I and Lepton-Specic, as in these cases B-
physics constraints only impose mH+ > 100 GeV (as explained, for low tan  this bound
could be slightly higher). The situation here is quite fascinating, because it highlights an
interesting complementarity between LHC and the old LEP results. The relevant Feynman
rules are:
[HkZZ ] : ig
g
cW
mZ c(HkZZ);
[HiHjZ] : i
g
2cW
(pi   pj) c(HiHjZ); (3.9)
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Figure 8. Rate for pp! H3(= h125)! H1H1. There are only allowed points for Type I (left) and
for Lepton-Specic (right).
where pi and pj are the incoming momenta of particles Hi and Hj , respectively, c(HkZZ)
is given in eq. (2.23), and
c(HiHjZ) = ijk c(HkZZ): (3.10)
In the SM, c(HkZZ) = 1 and c(HiHjZ) = 0. Equating H3 = h125, the LHC h125 ! ZZ
signal forces c(H3ZZ)  1. But this means that c(H1H2Z)  1 and, if mH3 > mH1 +mH2 ,
then the decay Z ! H1H2 would have been seen at LEP [84]. Thus, all points with
H3 = h125 must have mH3 < mH1 +mH2  2mH2 . If mH3 > 2mH1 the decay H3 ! H1H1
is possible. This decay is still possible in Type I and Lepton-Specic, as shown in gure 8.
In fact, the rates can go up to about 10 pb and therefore have excellent prospects of being
probed at the LHC Run2. If we include the decays of the H1 we retain cross sections of
up to 1 pb in the H3 ! H1H1 ! bb+  channel in both models and up to 50 fb in the
H3 ! H1H1 ! bb channel in Type I. Notably, even within this subset of points, one can
still nd Lepton-Specic corners of parameter space which obey EDM constraints and still
allow for large CP-odd components in co(h125 ).
4 Measures of CP-violation
Throughout this section we will use the notation H# (H") to designate the lightest (heaviest)
of the non-h125 neutral Higgs bosons. Their mass can be below or above 125 GeV. The
manifestation of CP-violation in models with two Higgs doublets can be probed with a
number of variables even if there is only one independent CP-violating phase in the scalar
sector. The most obvious variable is the phase in one of the complex parameters of the
potential, that is, either 5 or m
2
12. As the two phases are not independent, we have opted
to use (5). As discussed in [34, 35], there are several combinations of Higgs decays that
are a clear signal of CP-violation in any extension of the SM. Others, like the simultaneous
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observation of the three decays Hi ! ZZ, i = 1; 2; 3, enable us to distinguish the 2HDM
from the C2HDM but are not unequivocal signs of CP-violation in general extensions of the
SM. The question we are trying to address now is: are there variables that quantify CP-
violation from a theoretical point of view and also correlate with the rates of a combination
of decays which would establish CP-violation experimentally?
Starting with (5), we present in gure 9 three classes of CP-violating processes as
a function of the CP-violation phase j(5)j for Type I (left column) and Type II (right
column). In the rst row we show pp ! H# ! Zh125 against pp ! H# ! ZZ, in
the second row we have pp ! H" ! Zh125 against pp ! H" ! ZZ and in the third
row we plot pp ! H# ! ZZ against pp ! H" ! ZZ. These classes of decays were
chosen because together with the already observed process h125 ! ZZ they can be used
to identify CP violation, and also because searches for the other processes were performed
for Run 1 and will continue during Run 2. There are two striking features in the plots.
First, the production rates in Type I are almost one order of magnitude above the ones
for Type II. This is because there are constraints that act more strongly on Type II like
b ! s or the EDM constraints as we will see later. Ultimately, it is due to the dierent
structure of the Yukawa couplings: in Type I all Yukawa couplings are equal, making the
model harder to constrain. Second, there is no correlation between the magnitude of (5)
and the production rates, because the points with larger (5) are almost evenly spread
throughout the plot. It is not that we expected that large values of the CP-violating
phase would correspond to large production rates for any of the processes in the plot.
In fact, maximal CP-violation is attained for specic sets of values of the angles but the
production rates are a complicated combination of all parameters of the model. Still some
colour structure could have emerged in the plots, but this was not the case.
In view of the negative result for the complex phase, we have looked for other vari-
ables [85, 86] that could be used as a measure of CPV in the production and decay of
the three neutral Higgs bosons [34, 35]. The sets of variables proposed in the literature
are basically of two types: the ones where the CP-violating variables appear in a sum of
squares, and the ones where they appear in a product. The important dierence between
them is that while the former is zero only when there is no CP-violation in the model, the
latter can be zero even if the model is CP-violating. However, if CP is conserved, both
variables are zero.
We start by dening a multiplicative variable rst proposed in [85] that allows us to
distinguish a CP-conserving from a CP-violating 2HDM,
V = 27[gh1V V gh2V V gh3V V ]
2 = 27
3Y
i=1
[cosRi1 + sin Ri2]
2 = 27
3Y
i=1
T 21i ; (4.1)
which, when the couplings gV V Hi are normalised to the SM one, satises
0  V  1: (4.2)
With the purpose of nding quantities invariant under a basis transformation that
change sign under a CP transformation, it was shown in [38] that the simplest CP-odd
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Figure 9. Set of CP-violating processes as a function of the CP-violation phase j(5)j (see
colour code) for Type I (left column) and Type II (right column). In the rst row we show pp !
H# ! Zh125 against pp ! H# ! ZZ, in the second row we have pp ! H" ! Zh125 against
pp! H" ! ZZ and in the third row we plot pp! H# ! ZZ against pp! H" ! ZZ. Note that
the yellow points are superimposed on the darker points - there are dark points underneath the
yellow points.
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invariant that can be built from the mass matrix is
J1 = (m
2
1  m22)(m21  m23)(m22  m23)
3Y
i=1
T1i : (4.3)
Furthermore, any other CP-odd invariant built from the mass matrix alone has to be
proportional to J1 [38]. There is a relation between V and J
2
1 that can be written as
J21 = [(m
2
1  m22)(m21  m23)(m22  m23)]2
V
27
: (4.4)
It should be noted that even if J1 = 0, CP-violation could occur in the scalar sector (see [38]
for details).
This measure of CP-violation is not applicable to the fermion-Higgs sector, where the
invariants of ref. [39] apply instead. Variables that are a clear signal of CP-violation can
be built with the scalar and pseudoscalar components of the Yukawa couplings. In fact, if
a model has CP-violating scalars at tree level its Yukawa couplings have the general form
cef + ic
o
f5. Thus, as discussed at the beginning of subsection 3.2, variables of the type c
eco
clearly signal CP-violation in the model. Therefore, we dene the normalised multiplicative
variables [86]
t = 1024
3Y
i=1
[Ri2Ri3]
2; b = 1024
3Y
i=1
[Ri1Ri3]
2; (4.5)
satisfying
0  t  1; 0  b  1; (4.6)
as measures of CP-violation in the up- and down-quark sectors, respectively. The corre-
sponding normalised sum variables [86] are dened as
t = 2
3X
i=1
[Ri2Ri3]
2; b = 2
3X
i=1
[Ri1Ri3]
2 ; (4.7)
with
0  t  1; 0  b  1; (4.8)
again for the up- and down-quark sectors, respectively.
We will use the same combinations of decays as in gure 9 to see if any of the variables
proposed can provide a relation between the amount of CP-violation and the production
rates in case these processes are observed at the LHC. In gure 10 we present the three
classes that signal CP-violation as a function of the CP-violation variables for the Type I
C2HDM. Since h125 ! ZZ (not shown) was already observed, any pair of two processes
appearing in the plots combined with the latter form a signal of CP-violation. In the rst
row we show pp ! H# ! Zh125 against pp ! H# ! ZZ, in the second row we have
pp ! H" ! Zh125 against pp ! H" ! ZZ and in the third row we plot pp ! H# ! ZZ
against pp ! H" ! ZZ. In each column, we show the variable that is being probed.
For the case of Type I, the top and bottom Yukawa couplings are the same. The general
picture is that there is no striking correlation between the large values for the variables
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Figure 10. Classes of CP-violating processes as a function of the CP-violating variables (see colour
code) for the Type I C2HDM. In the rst row we show pp! H# ! Zh125 against pp! H# ! ZZ,
in the second row we have pp ! H" ! Zh125 against pp ! H" ! ZZ and in the third row we
plot pp ! H# ! ZZ against pp ! H" ! ZZ. In each column we show the variable that is being
probed. The darker points are underneath the lighter ones.
(more yellow points) and the large production cross sections for each process. There is a
quite even spread of yellow points for the sum variable, f . This is because even if the
product of scalar/pseudoscalar components of the SM-like Higgs boson is very constrained,
any of the products of the other two Higgs bosons can be very large, yielding a large value
for the sum in f . Therefore, variables of this type can always be large, and we will not
show them in the remaining plots. Regarding the variables f , we can see some structure in
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Figure 11. Same as gure 10, but for Type II.
the plots as there are cases where more yellow points are clustered closer to the maximum
values of the production rates. This trend is clearer in the last row where kinematics play
a less important role. In fact, the rst row is the most constrained regarding the phase
space available while the last row is almost symmetric regarding the reduction of the phase
space. The dierence between the rst and second row regarding kinematics is just that
the rst row deals with the lightest non-125 Higgs boson while the second row deals with
the heaviest one.
In gure 11 we present the same three classes of CP-violating processes as a function
of CP-violating variables for the Type II C2HDM. What we see for this Yukawa type is
that the distribution of the yellow points is more structured and more clustered in specic
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Figure 12. Same as gure 11, but with signal strengths within 5% of the SM values, for Type II.
regions. In fact, the yellow points tend to cluster more in the regions where the production
rates are larger. This behaviour is more striking in the rst column, for the variable V ,
where all yellow points are in the parameter region where the production rates are maximal.
For the remaining variables, the distribution of yellow points is again not so structured.
Still, all variables are larger when the production rates are both large and are much smaller
when both production rates are smaller. However, in all plots, there are always points with
small values of the CP-violating variables and large values of the production rates. Hence,
although the variables show us a trend, they are not conclusive as a measure of CP-violation
in the scalar sector.
In gure 12 we present the same classes in the Type II C2HDM as in gure 11, but
with signal strengths (see eq. (3.4)) within 5% of the SM values. This gives us a hint on
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Figure 13. The CP-violating parameter V as a function of tan  for Type I (top left), Type II (top
right), Lepton-Specic (bottom left) and Flipped (bottom right). The lighter points have passed
all the constraints except for the EDM bounds while the darker points have passed all constraints.
what to expect at the end of the LHC Run2, or at the high luminosity LHC. There is a
clear eect in reducing the production rates but not in the distribution of yellow points.
The main dierence is that now no yellow points appear in the rst column which means
that the points with very large rates were excluded. The distribution of points in the
other columns did not change signicantly, but the points with the higher rates were also
excluded as for the rst row. In conclusion, there seems to be an overall reduction in the
parameter space of the model leading to smaller production rates.
In gure 13 we show the CP-violating parameter V as a function of tan  for Type I
(top left), Type II (top right), Lepton-Specic (bottom left) and Flipped (bottom right).
The lighter points have passed all the constraints except for the EDM bounds, while the
darker points have passed all constraints. In Type I there is not much dierence between
the two sets of points, and there are no special regions regarding the allowed values of
tan. Also, the maximum value for V is around 0.2 almost independently of tan . For
Type II, the results are much more striking. After imposing the EDM constraints, we end
with two almost straight lines (one for tan   1 and the other for V  0), as well as a
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Figure 14. Contributions to the EDM according to their relative sign in Type I (top left), Type II
(top right), Lepton-Specic (bottom left) and Flipped (bottom right). The colour code represents
the absolute value of the magnitude of (5). The grey shaded regions represent the parameter
space excluded by the EDM constraints only. The coloured points are the ones that passed all the
constraints, that is, EDMs plus theoretical and all other experimental constraints.
region around tan   3 permitting values of V up to 0.6. This means that tan  can only
be large when we approach the CP-conserving limit except for a few points, which lie in
the wrong-sign regime. Hence, in a Type II model, points with signicant CP-violation
can occur for tan   1 in the alignment limit or for large tan  for the wrong sign limit.
The situation in Flipped is similar to Type II, with a lower maximum value of V  0:2
after imposing the EDM constraints.
In gure 14 we show the individual contributions to the EDM coming from W -loops,
fermion-loops, charged Higgs loops and charged Higgs plus W -loops. For each C2HDM
type, we have grouped the contributions to the EDM according to their relative sign. For
example, in Type II the contributions of the W -loops (y-axis) and the sum of the contri-
butions of the fermion loops, charged Higgs loops and charged Higgs plus W -loops (x-axis)
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have opposite sign. The grey shaded region represents the parameter space excluded by
the EDM constraints only. The colour code represents the absolute value of the magnitude
of (5). The rst important dierence between the models is that the maximum value of
the individual contributions is around two orders of magnitude smaller in Type I than in
Type II. This implies that Type I is less constrained by the EDM bounds. Therefore the
remaining constraints play a much more important role in Type I than in Type II. This
also leads to the distribution of values for the CP-violating phase in the gure. In Type
II large values of (5) prefer regions where either the EDM contributions are very small,
i.e. there are cancellations between loops in the individual contributions, or rely on huge
cancellations between dierent contributions. This is in contrast to Type I, where large
values of the CP-violating phase can be found all over the allowed region. The Flipped
case behaves roughly like Type I, while the Lepton-Specic case behaves like Type II. This
is very dierent from the usual behaviour of the Yukawa types. The reason is that most
observables are dominated by quark eects giving similar behaviour to Type I/Lepton-
Specic and Type II/Flipped. Since we are, however, looking at the EDM of the electron
the lepton Yukawa couplings are the most important ones and those are equal in Type
I/Flipped and Type II/Lepton-Specic.
Finally, it is important to comment on the dierent impact of the EDM constraints
on the dierent models, regarding the possibility of having large pseudoscalar Yukawa
couplings. For simplicity, we focus our discussion on the H1 = h125 case. In Type I the
pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings cof are proportional to sin(2)= tan for any fermion type f .
Since 2 is at most of the order 20
 and tan is constrained to be above 1, cof will be below
about 0.4. For the other Yukawa types either cob or c
o
 are proportional to sin(2) tan. In
this case, even if 2 is small the pseudoscalar coupling can be substantial for large tan .
We have observed that in Type II the values of 2 can go up to 20
 while in the Flipped
model they barely reach 5. In both cases, cob could still be large because large values of
tan are allowed in both models. So what is the reason for having large cob for the Flipped
model but not for Type II when H1 = h125? The main reason is that the EDM constraints
are less stringent in the Flipped model than in Type II due to relative signs between the
CP-odd lepton Yukawa couplings and the remaining CP-odd Yukawa couplings. This ends
up ipping several signs in one model relative to the other leading to cancellations between
loops and much smaller individual EDM contributions. In Type II we found that this leads
to the result that we can have large tan  only when 2 is very close to zero which is not
the case for the Flipped model.
5 Higgs-to-Higgs decays
In the last section we have discussed the relation between some of the classes of decays
that probe CP-violation with a number of variables proposed in the literature to measure
CP-violation in the scalar sector. These particular classes were chosen not only because
they can yield large production rates but also because there are currently searches being
performed for these channels at the LHC that have already started during Run 1. There
are, however, other classes of decays that can probe CP-violation and were the subject of
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a study that led to the production of benchmarks for Run 2 [35, 87]. These other classes
involve Higgs-to-Higgs decays such as Hi ! h125h125, Hj ! Hih125 and h125 ! HiHi. In
this section we will study what is the role of the Higgs-to-Higgs decays in the search of
CP-violation in the combination of three decays. The combination of the decays
H#" ! h125h125; H#" ! h125Z; h125 ! ZZ ; (5.1)
or also
h125 ! H#"H#"; h125 ! H#"Z; H#" ! ZZ ; (5.2)
are a clear sign of CP-violation, and include Higgs-to-Higgs processes. Other classes like
for instance
H" ! h125h125; H# ! h125h125; h125 ! ZZ : (5.3)
are not possible in a CP-conserving 2HDM but are possible in the C2HDM. They are not,
however, a sign of CP-violation. In fact, any model with three CP-even scalars can have
this particular combination of three decays.
In gure 15 we present the production rates for the processes pp ! H# ! h125h125
(top row) and pp ! H" ! h125h125 (bottom row) as a function of the respective mass
for all C2HDM types. In all cases, the rates decrease as one increases the decaying scalar
mass. In the four types, the pp ! H# ! h125h125 rates can be quite large, reaching
about 4 pb in all types. The maximum values are similar in Type I and Lepton-Specic
for pp ! H" ! h125h125. In contrast, for Type II and Flipped, the largest rates in
pp ! H" ! h125h125 decrease by about an order of magnitude because in these cases the
heavier neutral scalar cannot be much lighter than the charged Higgs boson, which is heavy
to comply with B-physics constraints. In order to understand how relevant the searches
for the two scalar nal states are we show in gure 16 the same rates as in the previous
gure 15 but with the extra condition (pp ! H# ! ZZ) < 1 fb for the top plots and
(pp ! H" ! ZZ) < 1 fb for the lower plots. It is clear from the plots that, with the
extra restriction on the ZZ nal state, the cross sections now barely reach 10 fb for the
two decay scenarios and for all types. Hence, although possible, it will be very hard to
detect the new scalars in the h125h125 nal state if they are not detected in the ZZ nal
state. One should note that the cross section for di-Higgs production in the SM is about
33 fb. Consequently, a resonant di-Higgs nal state such as the one presented in gure 15
would easily be detected because the cross sections can reach the pb level. However, it is
also clear that once we force (pp ! H" ! ZZ) < 1 fb it is no longer possible to detect
these di-Higgs states even at the High Luminosity LHC.
In gure 17 we show the production rates for the process pp ! H" ! H#h125 as
a function of the heavier Higgs mass, for all C2HDM types. For this channel the rates
can reach at most about 100 fb, and only for Type I and Flipped. In Type II the rates
are at most at the fb level. The rates for the H#h125 nal state with the extra condition
(pp! H" ! ZZ) < 1 fb are shown in gure 18. The maximum rates (for low masses) are
now reduced by about a factor of 5 for Type I. However, the rates do not decrease much
for the Flipped C2HDM, and some signal at LHC Run 2 could point to this C2HDM type.
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Figure 15. Production rates for the processes pp ! H# ! h125h125 (top row) and pp ! H" !
h125h125 (bottom row) as a function of the respective mass for all C2HDM types.
Finally, although H" ! H#h125 appears hard to detect in these models it is nevertheless a
clear signal of non-minimal models and should therefore be a priority for the LHC Run 2.
We end this section with the production rate for the process pp ! h125 ! H#H# as
a function of the lighter Higgs mass for the various C2HDM types, which are shown in
gure 19. Most points correspond to a mass of the heavier state above 125 GeV. But, as
shown in gure 8, in the Type I and Lepton-Specic cases there are still solutions with
H3 = h125. Here the rates can be quite large if the lightest Higgs has a mass below 60 GeV.
For this region the production rates can reach 10 pb (30 pb) for Type I and Lepton-Specic
(for Type II and Flipped). In order to understand what would be the behaviour when
choosing a denite nal state, we have checked that the rates pp! h125 ! H#H# ! bb+ 
are still above the pb level for all model types.
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Figure 16. Production rates for the processes pp ! H# ! h125h125 (top row) and pp ! H" !
h125h125 (bottom row) as a function of the respective mass for the four C2HDM types (same as
gure 15) but with the extra condition (pp ! H# ! ZZ) < 1 fb for the top plots and (pp !
H" ! ZZ) < 1 fb for the bottom plots.
6 Conclusions
In this work we have analysed in detail a minimal complex version of the 2HDM, known as
the C2HDM. The inclusion of all available experimental and theoretical constraints allowed
us to present an up to date status of the model. We have shown that large CP-odd Yukawa
couplings of h125 are still possible in all Yukawa types except Type I. However, in Type
II this is only a possibility if H2 = h125. We provided two dierent interesting kinds of
benchmark points which are in agreement with all current observations: for h125 coupling
like a scalar to some fermions and like a pseudoscalar to others, and for scenarios where
the scalar and pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings of h125 to some fermion are of similar size.
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Figure 17. Production rates for the process pp! H" ! H#h125 as a function of the heavier Higgs
boson mass, for all C2HDM types.
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Figure 18. Production rates for the process pp! H" ! H#h125 as a function of the heavier Higgs
boson mass, for all C2HDM types (same as gure 17) but with the extra condition (pp ! H" !
ZZ) < 1 fb.
The model has only one CP-violating parameter. In previous works we have presented
classes of three decays that are a clear sign of CP-violation, when all three are observed.
In this work we looked for correlations between the production rates of the processes in
each class and the phase (5) that measures CP-violation. We have shown that there is
no correlation for the most relevant classes. We have then tested the correlation with other
CP-violating variables proposed in the literature. The conclusion is that some correlation
can be seen between the production rates and the variables. This is particularly true for
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Figure 19. Production rates for the process pp! h125 ! H#H# as a function of the lighter Higgs
boson mass.
the variable V and even more for Type II. However, in most cases there is almost no
correlation between the high rates of the CP-violating processes and the proposed CP-
violating variables. The results also tell us that measuring small rates should not be
interpreted as a sign of a small CP-violating angle.
Finally, we presented in the last section the production rates for the scenarios where
the Higgs bosons decay to two other scalars. The search for a scalar decaying into two h125
Higgs bosons was already performed during Run 1. However, the search for Hi ! Hjh125
has not started yet. It is clear from the results that it will be much harder to probe
CP-violation with classes of decays that involve scalar to scalar decays. However, on one
hand it could be that all other decays would be very constrained. On the other hand,
the observation of scalar to scalar decays would be a rst step to reconstruct the Higgs
potential. Hence, these searches should be a priority for Run 2 and especially for the high
luminosity LHC.
As part of a common eort to a proper interpretation of the LHC results we release
the code C2HDM HDECAY that calculates the decay widths and branching ratios of all the
C2HDM scalars including state-of-the-art QCD corrections.
A Feynman rules for the C2HDM
We collect here the couplings of the neutral and charged Higgs bosons in the C2HDM in the
unitary gauge. The conventions are that all particles and momenta are incoming into the
vertex. As for the SM subset we use the notation for the covariant derivatives contained
in [88], with all 's positive. The complete set of Feynman rules for the C2HDM [42] may
be found at the url: http://porthos.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/arXiv/C2HDM/.
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Type I Type II Lepton Flipped
Specic
qL   cot tan   cot tan
qR cot cot cot cot
`L   cot tan tan   cot
`R 0 0 0 0
Table 5. Couplings of the charged Higgs bosons to fermions.
A.1 Couplings of neutral Higgs bosons to fermions
The couplings of neutral Higgs bosons to fermions can be written in general for all the
neutral Higgs bosons of the model Hi in a compact form
L =  mf
v
f [ce(Hiff) + i5 c
o(Hiff)] f Hi; (A.1)
with the coecients presented in table 2.
A.2 Couplings of charged Higgs bosons to fermions
The couplings of the charged Higgs bosons to fermions can be expressed in the following
Lagrangian
L =
p
2
v
 di
h
m diLPL +m uiRPR
i
 uiH
  +
p
2
v
 ui
h
m diLPR +m uiRPL
i
 diH
+;
(A.2)
where i are generation indices, ( ui ;  ui) = (ui; di); (i; `i), for quarks and leptons in an
obvious notation and PL = (1  5)=2 and PR = (1 + 5)=2. The couplings L;R are given
in table 5. In these expressions, we neglect the masses of the neutrinos, so in the last line
in table 5 the zeros mean that the corresponding mass in eq. (A.2) is zero.
A.3 Cubic interactions of neutral Higgs bosons
The cubic interactions of neutral Higgs bosons, [Hi; Hj ; Hk], have long expressions. We do
not write them here but we collect them in one web page [42]. The expressions there are
the Feynman rules without the i.
A.4 Cubic interactions of neutral and charged Higgs bosons
These are (on the right-hand side of these expressions we write the Feynman rule including
the i),
[Hi; H
+; H ] =   i v [Im(5)Ri3 cos() sin()
+Ri1 cos()(3 cos()
2   (Re(5)  1 + 4) sin()2)
+Ri2( (Re(5)  2 + 4) cos()2 sin() + 3 sin()3)

 i i v  i gHiH+H  ; (A.3)
where the i or gHiH+H can be read from eq. (A.3). The i are in the notation used in
ref. [16] and should not be confused with the parameters in the potential.
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A.5 Cubic interactions with gauge bosons
One gauge boson:
[Hi; H
;W] = i g
2
(p1   p) (Ri1 sin() Ri2 cos() i Ri3) ; (A.4)
[Hi; Hj ; Z
] =
g
2cW
(pi   pj) ijk [cos()Rk1 + sin()Rk2] ; (A.5)
[A; H+; H ] =  i e (p+   p ) ; (A.6)
[H+; H ; Z] =  i g
2cW
(c2W   s2W ) (p+   p ) : (A.7)
Two gauge bosons:
[Hi;W
+
 ;W
 
 ] = i gMW g [Ri1 cos() +Ri2 sin()]  i gMW g Ci ; (A.8)
[Hi; Z; Z ] = i
gMZ
cW
g [Ri1 cos() +Ri2 sin()]  i gMZ
cW
g Ci ; (A.9)
where in eq. (A.8) and eq. (A.9) we used a notation to make contact with our previous
conventions [16].
A.6 Quartic interactions with Higgs bosons
Again these interactions involve quite long expressions and they are given in our web
page [42]. These include, [Hi; Hj ; Hk; Hl] where i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3 and [Hi; Hj ; H
 ; H+].
A.7 Quartic interactions with Gauge bosons
[A; A ; H
+; H ] = 2 i e2 g ; (A.10)
[A; Hi; H
;W ] =  i
eg
2
[Ri1 sin() Ri2 cos() i Ri3] g ; (A.11)
[H+; H ;W+ ;W
 
 ] = i
g2
2
g ; (A.12)
[Hi; Hj ;W
+
 ;W
 
 ] = i
g2
2
g ij ; (A.13)
[A; H
+; H ; Z ] = i
eg
cW
(c2W   s2W )g ; (A.14)
[Hi; H
;W ; Z ] = i
e2
2cW
[Ri1 sin() Ri2 cos() i Ri3] g ; (A.15)
[H+; H ; Z; Z ] = i
g2
2c2W
(c2W   s2W )2g ; (A.16)
[Hi; Hj ; Z; Z ] = i
g2
2c2W
g ij : (A.17)
B The Fortran code C2HDM HDECAY
The code C2HDM HDECAY is the implementation of the CP-violating 2HDM in the program
HDECAY v6.51 [40, 41], which is written in Fortran77. All changes with respect to the
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C2HDM have been included in the main le hdecay.f, which is now called chdecay.f.
Further linked routines have been taken over from the original HDECAY program, so that
the code is completely self-contained. The decay widths are computed including the most
important state-of-the-art higher order QCD corrections and the relevant o-shell decays.
Note, that it does not include o-shell Higgs-to-Higgs decays, but only on-shell decays
into a lighter Higgs pair. The QCD corrections can be taken over from the SM and the
minimal supersymmetric extension (MSSM), respectively, for which HDECAY was originally
designed. The electroweak corrections on the other hand cannot be adapted from the
available corrections in the SM and/or MSSM so that they have been consistently turned o.
The C2HDM input parameters are specied in the input le c2hdecay.in which
has been obtained by extending the original HDECAY input le hdecay.in. The C2HDM
branching ratios and total widths are calculated after setting the input value C2HDM= 1
in c2hdecay.in. The required input parameters are set in the block `complex 2 Higgs
Doublet Model'. Here the user species the values of two of the neutral Higgs boson
masses, the third one is computed from the input values, and the charged Higgs boson
mass. Furthermore, the mixing angles 1;2;3 and tan have to be set as well as the real
part of the mass parameter M212. The type of the fermion sector is chosen via the input
variable TYPE cp. The values 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to the I, II, Lepton-Specic and
Flipped types, respectively. For illustration, we display part of an example input le for
the C2HDM case.
C2HDM = 1
...
*********************** complex 2 Higgs Doublet Model *********************
M1_2HDM = 125.D0
M2_2HDM = 4.96226790D2
MCH_2HDM = 4.9242445D2
alp1_2HDM= 0.88941955D0
alp2_2HDM= -0.096916989D0
alp3_2HDM= 1.05235430D0
tbetc2HDM= 1.19671762D0
R_M12_H2 = 1.51744100D3
TYPE cp = 2
**************************************************************************
...
The code is compiled with the le makefile. By typing make an executable le called
run is produced. The program is executed with the command run. It calculates the
branching ratios and total widths which are written out together with the mass of the
decaying Higgs boson. The names of the output les are br.Xy C2HDM. Here X=H1, H2,
H3, c denotes the decaying Higgs particle, where `c' refers to the charged Higgs boson.
Files with the sux y=a contain the branching ratios into fermions, with y=b the ones into
gauge bosons and the ones with y=c, d the branching ratios into lighter Higgs pairs or a
Higgs-gauge boson nal state. For illustration, we present the example of an output that
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has been obtained from the above input le. The produced output in the four output les
br.H3y C2HDM for the heaviest neutral Higgs boson is given by
MH3 BB TAU TAU MU MU SS CC TT
_______________________________________________________________________________
506.461 0.1122E-02 0.1600E-03 0.5658E-06 0.4094E-06 0.2180E-04 0.9505
MH3 GG GAM GAM Z GAM WW ZZ
_______________________________________________________________________________
506.461 0.3149E-02 0.1046E-04 0.3603E-05 0.1324E-01 0.6341E-02
MH3 Z H1 Z H2 W+- H-+
_______________________________________________________________________________
506.461 0.1807E-01 0.5732E-08 0.1366E-06
MH3 H1H1 H1H2 H2H2 H+ H- WIDTH
_______________________________________________________________________________
506.461 0.7417E-02 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.21
The program les can be downloaded at the url:
http://www.itp.kit.edu/maggie/C2HDM
There one can nd a short explanation of the program and information on updates and
modications of the program. Furthermore, sample output les are given for a sample
input le.
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